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This leads to the following problem:
Given a loop in W -S, describe the corresponding transformation.
B. As it stands, this problem is too general. We will make the following simplifying assumptions:
( With these assumptions, Bertini's theorem tells us that all the V are nonsingular except for those t belonging to a certain finite subset of C. These exceptional points form the set S mentioned above.
(1.4) The loop g in which we are interested is a simple closed curve containing just one point p of S.
The action on homology induced by g depends only on the nature of the singularities of V . When V has only ordinary double points, Picard [6] and Lefschetz [4] gave a formula for expressing the transformation. This is why we call the action in more general situations the Picard-Lefschetz transformation (or just the P-L transformation).
(1.5) V has only normal crossings, i.e., its underlying algebraic set is the union of nonsingular hypersurfaces of W meeting transversally (cf. part 9B).
C. We begin by describing Lefschetz's method for obtaining the homology of an algebraic variety by means of hyperplane sections. This is applied to each fibre V fot t neat p, to yield the following results:
(1.6) Theorem I. The eigenvalues of the P-L transformation are roots of unity.
More precisely, we have We conclude by examining the P-L transformation in some specific cases.
2. The 0-dimensional case.
A. When W itself is a curve, so that the V ate 0-dimensional, the P-L transformation can be described through the classical theory of algebraic functions of one variable.
Let x £ W and let z be a local coordinate at x in W. Let t be a local coordinate at fix) in C, so that near x the function / is given by points near x and these points permute cyclically as t makes one circuit about 0.
Note that the fibre VQ consists of normal crossings and the P-L transformation satisfies the theorems stated in part 1C.
B. The homology of the curve W can be determined in a classical way by means of the pencil V .
For simplicity, let us assume that the parameter curve C is actually the projective line P . There will be a finite set R in W at which / ramifies, i.e., points where the 722 of (2. From the continuity of algebraic functions, we deduce the following: (2.3) /: W -f~ iS) ' P -S is a fibre space with fibre any nonsingular V . (2.4) implies that there is a continuous map T from f~ igiÓ)) to /_1(g(l)).
In particular, 77,(P1 -S, p) acts on HQif~1{p)). This leads us to two important concepts.
The first is that of vanishing cycle (along g), which is just an element d of H Q{f~ :{g{0))) suchthat T id) = 0 in 0'/ OjvLu). In the case at hand, the vanishing cycles are generated by those of the form y, -V-, where T (y, ) = T (y_). But there is also a global theory analogous to (2.6) in which the pencil determines the homology of the ambient W. This was developed by Lefschetz [4] and is described below.
Using his global construction of homology in a given dimension (that of the V ), we can determine the (local) P-L transformation in the dimension one higher.
B. At this point we mention some topological facts which generalize (2.3) and (2.4).
We have our pencil of divisors V given as the fibres under the rational map /: W -> C, where C is a curve. If dim W > 1, the first new phenomenon we meet is that / may not be defined on all of W, i.e., there may be a base locus B of codimension 2 in W which is common to all the V . For the purposes of the present section, this will be more of a help than a hindrance (see part 11 for more on pencils with base).
Each fibre V has a tubular neighborhood in W, i.e., a neighborhood of which it is a deformation retract, and if / is near enough to /, then V , will be in that neighborhood. Hence, there is an associated map g , : V »-> V unique up to homotopy. If V is nonsingular, then V , will be a cross-section of the tubular neighborhood and g 1 will be a homeomorphism.
We assume that the general V is nonsingular and irreducible. Then there is a finite subset S ÇC such that V is singular if and only if t £ S. Using the tubular neighborhoods, W -f~ iS) -B becomes a fibre bundle over C -S via / (see Wallace [7] 
Hence, if t is a local coordinate at fix) in C, then the pencil can be given locally by z, + • • • + z = t. We then have These properties, of course, are satisfied by any pencil on a curve, which fits in with the results of part 2. They are also satisfied by the system of hyperplane sections of W (relative to some projective embedding), and this is the system we will be using (see part 4).
As we did before, we cut the parameter line by picking a base-point p 4 S and tracing nonintersecting cuts g. from p to the points of S. Then we have (3.9) H.iW, V() = 0, z < 72 -1 = dim Vf (for any V(\ We will refer to such a pencil simply as general (with respect to V).
B. Now if we associate to a point in V the point in L on whose section it lies, we get a rational map f: V -> L whose fibres are the hyperplane sections.
We can pick a base-point in L, make cuts in L, look at the corresponding cones in V, etc. (3-9) would fail, but perhaps (3-10) could become An arc in V joining P and 0 becomes a 1-cycle in V which cannot be pulled off the double point. So if dim V > 1, (3.9) is violated, but clearly this 1-cycle is homologous to a cone.
These ideas can be worked out for curves, at least, and also for certain simple kinds of singular varieties (see part 9).
The branch function.
A. We return to our pencil V given by /: W -> C. For the present we al- This hypersurface, of course, will be defined to be the dual of V" and de- We need only show that dim A-< 2iM -3.
The principle of counting constants shows that we need only establish Hence, we obtain a 2-dimensional linear system of curves on / (or on its desingularization) by pulling back the lines in M. But then Bertini's theorem says that the general member, i.e., /, is irreducible.
6. Application of the branch function.
A. We now describe how the branch function can be used to examine the homology behavior of the V . The Lefschetz theorems of 3D show that any z'-cycle of V ii < n -2) can be put in // O V(, so the behavior of H ÍV ) can be reduced to a pencil of lower dimension.
As for H .ÍV ) ii > n -l), the P-L transformation on it is ad-
happens on the first half of the homology sequence.
B. Thus, our problem becomes that of investigating the change in the cones over the g ., i.e., the group H _.(V , H O V ). C. Let us turn to the case at hand, where g is a small loop about a point 0 of S. One easily sees that This kind of behavior allows the cuts to be generated by two of their number,
i.e., we draw g. and g2 as in part 6D ( Figure 2 ) and observe that g^ becomes zSv £">'*'' and z §2 becorries g*,g¿>''' as Z moves about 0. Hence, the reasoning and conclusions of 6E are still valid.
Notice that all this goes through for any VQ with an ordinary triple point off the base, since the question is local.
C. More generally, suppose VQ is an s-fold curve (or component) with an ordinary r-fold point p.
Let x and y be affine coordinates in W at p and take the pencil V to be
This special form will not affect the properties of the branch function, but makes calculation easier. If the line is not the cuspidal tangent, we can take V to be (7.10) (y2-x3)x = Z. (7.12) Proof. Take the hyperplane pencil as in (7.9).
The Jacobian is so the branch curve is y2 -4x3 -2axy = 0.
It has an ordinary double point at the origin with tangents y = 0 and y = 2z7x. Putting these together gives the orientation (PQ, P,, • • • , P _j, Z2 P,,
•'• ,u ' P _ ,) for V near PQ. But the orientation V has as a complex manifold is (?" Pt, iP,.P,." i',.,)-(P" P,i x1^,.*,." C. Thus, we have a natural partition of VQ into its singular subvarieties.
It is clear what V* should be, viz., those hyperplanes tangent to some component of some M.. We shall show this later.
We first need some information about general hyperplane pencils.
(9.4) Proposition. Let V V ... be a finite number of nonsingular ir- fot some (small) À.
x satisfies these equations when À = 0, which establishes (1). For (2) and (3), we must solve for the z's in terms of A.
The Jacobian of (9.14) at x is It follows that (9.14) can be inverted near x to yield gent to no M i is < s) and cuts an ordinary double point on M .
Note 2. Since all the calculations are local, (9-12) also holds for those VQ which consist of local normal crossings, i.e., such that locally VQ is z, z =0 for some local coordinates z .. (9-17) is equivalent to (9-18) There is an integer N such that the P-L transformation satisfies the relation (TN -l)n = 0, n = dim W.
The main theorems.
A. In order to prove Theorems I and II (part 1C) we must make a closer analysis of the behavior of the cones. As uQ approaches one of the uit), two branch points come together, one from each group, so the vanishing cycle is the sum of a cone from each group.
We can demonstrate Finally, the total number of branch points near x is S (ttz -ttz .) = (tz -1)t?z.
The picture in the t'-line L looks like Figure 6 E. We must now examine the homology groups of the several varieties at hand. Since the question is local, the topology involved is the same as that of the affine pencil z.
• Hence, the m -m cones in this group undergo the transformation T Similarly for all the other groups, which proves (10.11).
Since, d. is a sum of these (?z -1)777 cones, (10.10) implies that PÍT) = U ÍTmi -1), as desired.
11. Normal crossings at the base.
A. We now weaken the assumptions we have been working under to allow for a base locus. This means that the parameter curve C is the projective line P , so that the V ate just a 1-dimensional linear system on W. Any two members will meet in the same algebraic cycle B of codimension 2 in W. (2) /•*-/'. This means that the map W+(V') -»ß^O^) induced by g °g is surjective.
Hence, if the main theorems hold for V , they hold for V .
B. Still, it may be worthwhile to examine the pencil V( directly when the base B is particularly simple. This is useful for hypersurfaces in projective space, where a base locus cannot be avoided.
As before, we assume the singular fibre V. has only normal crossings. We will also assume that the pencil V is transversal at the base. This just means that the components of V0 and any one of the other V ate transversal wherever But as was explained above, the P-L transformation is just the sth power of the one for the pencil y = x -Z. To calculate the latter we use the pencil x = u and find two groups of branch points and cones, viz., u = t and u = °°.
They are represented in Figure 16 .
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There is one relation in H AV. V C H ) (cf. (3.11) ), viz., 
